On the Trip

Weather and unrest: the anxious parent

students... keeping track and
keeping safe; set rules and follow
them

Dealing with guides and why it can
be useful to have them

dealing with problem students:
know your legal rights
On the Trip (cont.)

meals- why it is worth **not** including them

on-site activities, learning plans, free time

the code of conduct agreement
Essential documents and tools

- The name and number of the campus person to contact for problems Global Studies Office person, dean)
- Contact information for all students
- Copies of full itinerary as scheduled with names of drivers and guides, if included
- Students should have their student ID cards
- A letter from your dean on letterhead which indicates that you are part of an educational tour
- A global cell phone is useful if it can be arranged
How does travel enrich the educative experience of our students?
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Some suggestions:

● Becoming a citizen of the world-promoting cosmopolitanism.
   Studying the great book of the world: people/culture/nature
● See Alain de Botton’s *The Art of Travel*